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Abstract

The Bcl-2 family of proteins plays a critical role regulating apoptosis, and pro-survival Bcl-2 family members are important therapeutic targets due to their overexpression in different cancers. Pro-apoptotic BH3-only proteins antagonize pro-survival Bcl-2 protein functions by binding directly to them, and a sub-class of BH3-only proteins termed sensitizers can initiate apoptosis via this mechanism in response to diverse signals. The five pro-survival proteins Bcl-x\textsubscript{L}, Mcl-1, Bcl-2, Bcl-w and Bfl-1 differ in their binding preferences, with Bcl-x\textsubscript{L}, Bcl-2 and Bcl-w sharing similar interaction profiles for many natural sensitizers and small molecules. Peptides that bind selectively to just one or a subset of family members have shown utility in assays that diagnose apoptotic blockades in cancer cells and as reagents for dissecting apoptotic mechanism. Combining computational design, combinatorial library screening and rational mutagenesis, we designed a series of BH3 sensitizer peptides that bind Bcl-x\textsubscript{L} with sub-nanomolar affinity and selectivity up to 1000-fold over each of the four competing pro-survival proteins. We demonstrate the efficacy of our designed BH3 peptides in assays that differentiate between cancer cells that are dependent on different pro-survival proteins.
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Introduction

The Bcl-2 family of proteins plays a critical role controlling apoptosis in healthy tissues and inappropriately promoting or blocking apoptosis in disease\textsuperscript{1,2}. Pro-survival members of the...
Bcl-2 family are important therapeutic targets due to their over-expression in cancer cells, where they contribute to oncogenesis and resistance to chemotherapy\(^2\); \(^3\); \(^4\); \(^5\). The pro-survival proteins Bcl-x\(_L\), Bcl-2, Bcl-w, Mcl-1 and Bfl-1 can bind to and prevent the pro-apoptotic activator and effector molecules Bim, Bid, Bax and Bak from initiating mitochondrial outer membrane permeabilization (MOMP), which leads to cell death\(^6\). A separate class of pro-apoptotic Bcl-2 proteins, BH3-only sensitizers, can antagonize this function by binding competitively to the pro-survival proteins\(^7\). At a structural level, pro-apoptotic Bcl-2 family effectors, activators and sensitizers are characterized by the presence of a short Bcl-2 homology 3 (BH3) sequence that forms an alpha helix and engages a conserved hydrophobic groove on the surface of the pro-survival proteins\(^8\). Small molecules and peptides that can bind to this groove to restore apoptotic function, acting as synthetic sensitizers, are being developed as candidate therapeutics for a variety of cancers\(^9\); \(^10\); \(^11\); \(^12\); \(^13\).

Individual BH3 motifs have varying affinities for the five pro-survival proteins Bcl-x\(_L\), Bcl-2, Bcl-w, Mcl-1 and Bfl-1\(^14\). Activators Bid and Bim interact strongly with all five, whereas sensitizers exhibit different specificity profiles\(^15\). Thus, the pro-survival proteins are non-equivalent in terms of molecular function, and a cancer cell that blocks pro-death signaling using up-regulation of Bcl-x\(_L\) is physiologically distinct from one that up-regulates Mcl-1 or another protein. The dependence of a cancer cell on specific pro-survival proteins to bypass apoptosis has been described as “addiction” to those proteins\(^16\). Interestingly, because a delicate balance between numerous pro-survival and pro-apoptotic family members determines cell fate, the levels of various pro-survival proteins may not be reliable indicators of which proteins are critical for cell survival. Simple quantitation of protein levels has thus far generally proven insufficient for diagnosing addiction and predicting the response of a cell to treatment with natural or engineered sensitizers\(^17\); \(^18\). Functional assays that can measure the level of sequestration of pro-apoptotic proteins by different pro-survival proteins have been shown to be a better probe of cellular state and a good predictor of apoptotic responses\(^17\); \(^18\); \(^19\). In such instances, pro-apoptotic activator proteins are often described as “priming” the pro-survival proteins and such a cellular condition is referred to as “primed”. In BH3 profiling assays, the addiction profiles of different cancer cells are diagnosed by treating mitochondria with synthetic sensitizer BH3 molecules that have different selectivity profiles for binding to the pro-survival proteins\(^20\); \(^21\). High potency and specificity of sensitizer BH3 molecules for different pro-survival members is important for successful profiling.

Pro-survival proteins Bcl-x\(_L\), Bcl-2 and Bcl-w share 30-40% sequence identity and are discernible from Mcl-1 and Bfl-1 in terms of their binding preferences for naturally occurring BH3 motifs\(^14\). For example, Mcl-1 and Bfl-1, but not Bcl-x\(_L\), Bcl-2 or Bcl-w, bind to the BH3 region of Noxa, and the converse is true for binding to the BH3 region of Bad\(^14\). In previous studies, peptide variants of the BH3 region of natural pro-apoptotic proteins were designed to specifically bind Bcl-x\(_L\) vs. Mcl-1 or vice versa\(^22\); \(^23\); \(^24\); \(^25\). Although engineered peptides that bound Bcl-x\(_L\) exhibited specificity over Mcl-1 and Bfl-1, they bound with varying affinities to Bcl-2 and Bcl-w, which is not surprising given the closer relationship of Bcl-x\(_L\) to these proteins\(^24\). In this work, we engineered Bcl-x\(_L\)-binding peptides with enhanced specificity for Bcl-x\(_L\) over Bcl-2 and Bcl-w. By screening
combinatorial libraries that were computationally designed to be enriched in Bcl-xL selective binders, we engineered BH3 peptides with >1000-fold specificity for Bcl-xL over Bcl-2 and Bcl-w. Furthermore, we demonstrated the utility of several Bcl-xL selective peptides in BH3 profiling.

Results and Discussion

Computational library design

Our goal was to design a combinatorial peptide library enriched with sequences that would preferentially bind Bcl-xL over Mcl-1 and Bfl-1, and that would also include specificity elements that could potentially discriminate Bcl-xL, Bcl-2 or Bcl-w individually. The design procedure was based on previously published SPOT arrays, which were used to measure 180 single point mutants of Bim-BH3 (a peptide corresponding to the BH3 region of Bim) binding to each of the 5 Bcl-2 family proteins of interest\textsuperscript{24; 26}. The SPOT data were used to identify residue substitutions in Bim-BH3 that could be classified as “non-disruptive” or “specific” for Bcl-xL binding (Supplemental Table 1). Then, a computational optimization protocol was used to choose degenerate codons that balanced the inclusion of specific and non-disruptive residues in the library, within a total library size of ~10\textsuperscript{7} DNA sequences. The library design procedure is described in detail under Materials and Methods. Sites that were varied in the final library are labeled in Fig. 1A, and the full library is described in Supplemental Table 1.

Library screening using yeast-surface display

We screened the designed library for peptides that bound Bcl-xL using a previously described yeast-surface display system (Fig. 1B)\textsuperscript{24; 27}. After four rounds of cell sorting, the library demonstrated enhanced binding to Bcl-xL (Fig. 1E). Although binding of Bim-BH3 to Bcl-xL (Fig. 1C) could be blocked using 1 μM concentrations of competitor pro-survival proteins (Fig. 1D), a fraction of the Bcl-xL binding population after four rounds of cell sorting (Fig. 1E) was much more resistant towards binding to competitors (Fig. 1F). To isolate Bcl-xL specific clones, we included a pool of unlabeled proteins (Mcl-1, Bcl-2 and Bcl-w) as competitors in subsequent rounds of screening. A significant increase in specificity was observed for binding to Bcl-xL (at 10 nM) in the presence of unlabeled Bcl-2, Bcl-w and Mcl-1 (at 1 μM) after only two rounds of competition screening (data not shown). We performed four more rounds of competitive screening to further enrich Bcl-xL-specific peptides (Fig. 1G and H). Sequencing the BH3 insert in 96 clones from the final pool led to the identification of 10 unique sequences, of which two were predominant: X2A1 and X2A4 (>50% and ~15% of sequenced clones, respectively, Supplemental Table 2). Using dual color fluorescence to measure binding to two different partners, we observed that X2A1 exhibited robust binding to Bcl-xL in the presence of 100-fold excess of each of the competitor pro-survival proteins (Supplemental Fig. 1).

Fluorescence polarization binding assays

We synthesized X2A1 and X2A4 as 23-residue peptides and measured their binding to Bcl-xL using a fluorescence polarization (FP) assay that involved competition with a fluorescently labeled Bim-BH3 peptide. In agreement with the yeast-display results, both
XXA1 and XXA4 bound with sub-nanomolar affinity to Bcl-xL (Table 1, Fig. 2A). In contrast, unlabeled XXA1 or XXA4 did not compete with fluoresceinated Bim-BH3 for binding to Mcl-1 or Bfl-1 up to a concentration of 10 μM (Table 1, Supplemental Fig. 2). XXA1 bound Bcl-xL with ~180-fold specificity over Bcl-2 and ~3,400-fold specificity over Bcl-w (Fig. 2B, C). XXA4 had modest specificity compared to XXA1: ~30 fold for Bcl-2 and ~200 fold for Bcl-w.

We also measured the affinities of peptides derived from the BH3 regions of Bad, Puma and Hrk for binding to Bcl-2 proteins (Table 1). Puma-BH3 bound with 2-70 nM affinity to all five pro-survival proteins, and most tightly to Bcl-xL (K_i = 2 nM). Hrk-BH3 bound selectively, but not very tightly to Bcl-xL (K_i = 10 nM). Bad-BH3 bound Bcl-xL with affinity similar to or greater than XXA1 and XXA4, and also bound with low-nanomolar affinity to both Bcl-2 and Bcl-w. The K_i values obtained in this study for natural BH3 peptides corresponding to sequences from Bim, Puma, Bad and Hrk differ from some previously published studies. It has been demonstrated that peptide length affects the affinity of BH3 peptides for pro-survival proteins. We speculate that several factors, such as differences in lengths, sequences (e.g. human vs. mouse sequences), and the presence or absence of fluoresceinated tags are responsible for differences observed. In this work, biochemical affinity measurements were made for the same peptides that were subsequently used in cell-based testing.

**Contribution of individual mutations to the specificity of XXA1**

XXA1 has four mutations relative to wild-type Bim-BH3. Using position labeling defined in Table 1, and a convention where mutations are described by listing the original residue, the substitution site, and the new residue, the mutants were: I2dY, E2gG, R3bK and I3dF. All of these substitutions were classified as non-disruptive for binding to Bcl-xL based on the SPOT arrays, and three (I2dY, R3bK and I3dF) were classified as potentially providing specificity against Mcl-1 or Bfl-1. None of the residues were classified as potentially providing specificity against Bcl-2 or Bcl-w in the library design procedure (Supplemental Table 1). We made each of these single mutations in Bim-BH3 and also reverted each of the mutated residues to the wild-type Bim residue in the context of XXA1.

Each point mutant of Bim-BH3 bound Bcl-xL with subnanomolar affinity. Due to the limited sensitivity of the assay, we could only assign an upper bound on the K_i (K_i < 0.1 nM) for these interactions (Fig. 2D; Supplemental Table 3 and Supplemental Fig. 3). The two individual mutations I2dY and E2gG modestly weakened binding to Bcl-2, by ~5-fold and 7-fold respectively. Interestingly, all four point mutations had a small, stabilizing effect on binding to Bcl-w, despite the fact that when combined in XXA1 they weakened binding to Bcl-w by ~150 fold, indicating that they act in a non-additive manner.

In the context of XXA1, all single-residue revertants bound strongly to Bcl-xL (K_i ≤ 0.2 nM) (Table 1 and Fig. 2D). Consistent with the influence of I2dY in Bim-BH3, XXA1_Y2dI reduced the specificity for Bcl-xL over Bcl-2 (by ~3-4 fold). The pocket surrounding the 2d-position binding site differs between Bcl-xL and Bcl-2 by a leucine (Leu108 in Bcl-xL) vs. a methionine (Met115 in Bcl-2) (Supplemental Fig. 4). Revertants XXA1_K3bR and XXA1_F3dI showed reduced specificity for Bcl-xL over Bcl-w by ~8-10 fold compared to
XXA1. Residues contacting the 3b position in Bcl-x\textsubscript{L}, Arg 132 and Asp133, are identical between Bcl-x\textsubscript{L} and Bcl-2 but not Bcl-w, where the equivalent residues are Q88 and E89 (Supplemental Fig. 4). It is noteworthy that substitutions at 3b and 3d weaken binding to Bcl-w in a context dependent manner in XXA1, as R3bK and I3dF did not have a significant effect on Bcl-w binding in the context of Bim (Fig. 2D; Supplemental Table 3).

Revertant XXA1\textsubscript{G2gE} bound tighter than XXA1 to Bcl-2 and Bcl-w, and glycine at 2g may contribute to Bcl-x\textsubscript{L} binding specificity (Table 1). However, we could not quantify differences between very low \(K_i\) values for XXA1 vs. XXA1\textsubscript{G2gE} binding to Bcl-x\textsubscript{L} using the 18-mer Bim-BH3 in the competition assay. By using a longer 23-mer fluorescently labeled Bim-BH3 peptide (that binds tighter than the 18-mer Bim-BH3 peptide), we determined that XXA1\textsubscript{G2gE} also bound more tightly than XXA1 to Bcl-x\textsubscript{L} (Supplemental Fig. 5). These data show that glycine at 2g destabilized interactions with each of Bcl-x\textsubscript{L}, Bcl-2 and Bcl-w. Thus, if this glycine contributes to the specificity of XXA1, it must do so by greater destabilization of binding to Bcl-2 and Bcl-w than to Bcl-x\textsubscript{L}.

Specificity against Mcl-1 was also a criterion in our screen. Tyr substitution at 2d was observed in a high fraction of Bcl-x\textsubscript{L} specific sequences in a previous screen that included negative selection only against Mcl-1\textsuperscript{24}. In addition, a BH3 peptide derived from Bad, which is specific for Bcl-x\textsubscript{L}/Bcl-2/Bcl-w over Mcl-1/Bfl-1, has a Tyr at the 2d position and a loss of specificity was observed upon reverting Tyr to Ile\textsuperscript{28}. We could not quantify the effect of the Y2dI mutation in XXA1, given the weak binding to Mcl-1, but this mutation likely contributes to the preference of XXA1 to bind Bcl-x\textsubscript{L} over Mcl-1. Glycine at position 2g also disfavored binding to Mcl-1. Neither XXA1 nor XXA1\textsubscript{G2gE} could compete with fluorescently labeled Bim-BH3 for binding to Mcl-1. However, using a 23-residue fluorescently labeled Hrk-BH3, which has a weaker affinity for Mcl-1 (\(K_d \sim 33\) nM), we measured a \(K_i\) value of \(\sim 31\) nM for XXA1\textsubscript{G2gE} for Mcl-1, whereas XXA1 did not compete with Hrk up to a concentration of \(10\) \(\mu\)M (Supplemental Fig. 6). Thus, glycine at position 2g in XXA1 weakened all interactions that we measured.

**Increasing the specificity of XXA1 over Bcl-2**

Although XXA1 exhibited greater than 100-fold specificity for Bcl-x\textsubscript{L} over Bcl-2, it still bound Bcl-2 with a \(K_d\) of \(\sim 17\) nM. To reduce affinity for Bcl-2, we introduced point mutation Y4eK (Figure 1A). The 4e position was not included in the SPOT array experiments, and therefore was not included as a position for randomization in our combinatorial library design. However, lysine substitution at 4e in the context of Bim-BH3 has been reported to stabilize binding to Bcl-x\textsubscript{L} relative to Mcl-1\textsuperscript{23}. In addition, substituting the wild-type methionine residue at the 4e position in Bax with lysine imparted \(\sim 3\)-fold specificity for Bcl-x\textsubscript{L} over Bcl-2\textsuperscript{29}. The structure of Bcl-2:Bax illustrates the importance of non-polar interactions at position 4e with Bcl-2, and methionine substitution with alanine at 4e resulted in \(\sim 13\) fold reduction in affinity for Bcl-2\textsuperscript{30}. Introducing lysine into XXA1 at position 4e resulted in \(\sim 7\) fold reduction in binding to Bcl-2 compared to XXA1, while maintaining the affinity for Bcl-x\textsubscript{L} unchanged, such that XXA1\textsubscript{Y4eK} bound to Bcl-x\textsubscript{L} \(\sim 1200\)-fold more tightly than to Bcl-2 and \(\sim 3800\)-fold more tightly than to Bcl-w (Table 1).
To explore the possibility that peptide length could differentially influence binding to different proteins, we investigated the effect of truncating XXA1_Y4eK (Table 1). Y4eK_18, an 18-residue peptide obtained by truncating XXA1_Y4eK from both the N and C terminal ends, bound Bcl-2 ~5-fold weaker than the parent 23-residue XXA1_Y4eK. However, this truncation also reduced the affinity for Bcl-xL by ~18-fold, thereby reducing specificity for Bcl-xL. Shortening XXA1_Y4eK by two residues from only the C terminal end, leading to the peptide Y4eK_21, weakened binding to Bcl-xL and Bcl-2 by similar amounts (Table 1). Y4eK_21 bound to Bcl-xL with $K_i = 0.4$ nM and to Bcl-2 with $K_i = 430$ nM, retaining the same ~1000-fold binding preference for Bcl-xL as peptide XXA1_Y4eK.

**BH3 profiling with engineered peptides**

In BH3 profiling, mitochondrial outer membrane permeabilization (MOMP) in response to a panel of BH3 peptides is monitored and used to identify the pro-survival protein(s) most responsible for apoptotic resistance. For example, a cell line that depends on Bcl-xL overexpression to inhibit apoptosis should show a response to Bcl-xL binding peptides. Naturally occurring sensitizer BH3 peptides that are currently used for BH3 profiling assays offer a limited range of specificities and potencies. In previous studies, it was demonstrated that the BH3 domains from Bad and Noxa can be used to distinguish the dependence of cancer cells for survival on Bcl-2 vs. Mcl-1. Because our engineered peptides have novel specificity profiles compared to naturally occurring partners, and might therefore have potential to provide additional information about cancer cell states, we tested their efficacy in BH3 profiling assays.

Using a previously reported whole-cell profiling assay, we monitored loss in membrane potential with increasing concentrations of native or designed BH3 peptides in different cell lines (Figure 3). MDA-MB-231, a human breast cancer cell line, has previously been shown to exhibit a primed Bcl-xL dependent profile, meaning that Bcl-xL antagonizes pro-apoptotic function and treatment with sensitizers targeting Bcl-xL leads to mitochondrial permeabilization. We tested the response of cells to peptides XXA1, XXA1_Y4eK, XXA1_G2gE, Y4eK_21 and Y4eK_18 along with sensitizer peptides derived from the BH3 regions of Hrk, Bad and Puma that are listed in Table 1 (Figure 3A; Table 2). Puma-BH3 binds to all pro-survival proteins and at concentrations ranging from 10-100 μM depolarizes mitochondria in all cells where pro-survival proteins are holding pro-death factors in check. Hrk has been used previously as a functional probe for Bcl-xL dependence because it differentiates Bcl-2 and Bcl-xL in BH3 profiling experiments when used at high micromolar concentration.

The trends in EC$_{50}$ values for inducing MOMP in MDA-MB-321 cells agreed well with the observed trends in $K_i$ values for Bcl-xL binding, consistent with a model where peptide binding relieves MOMP inhibition that arises from overexpression of pro-survival proteins (Tables 1, 2; Figure 4; Supplemental Table 4). First, all of the engineered Bcl-xL binding peptides were more potent (~50-600 fold) than Hrk for permeabilizing mitochondria (Fig. 3A; Table 2). The potencies of XXA1 and XXA1_Y4eK were comparable to that of the Bad BH3 peptide (EC$_{50}$ values of 50-80 nM; $K_i$ values ~0.1 nM or lower), whereas XXA1_G2gE was more potent than Bad by ~7-fold, consistent with XXA1_G2gE binding...
more tightly than XXA1 to Bcl-xL in vitro (Supplemental Fig. 5). The similar responses to Puma (EC₅₀ ~ 1006 nM) and Y4eK_18 (EC₅₀ ~ 847 nM) were consistent with their similar Kᵢ values of ~ 2 nM for solution binding. Y4eK_21 gave an intermediate response, with a Kᵢ value of ~0.4 nM and an EC₅₀ value of ~160 nM.

To assess specificity, we tested the activity of our designed peptides in two murine leukemia lines driven by the overexpression of Myc and dependent on either Mcl-1 (Mcl-1 2640) or Bcl-2 (Bcl-2 3256)34. As expected, the low amount of depolarization observed in the presence of 5 μM XXA1, XXA1_Y4eK or XXA1_G2gE in the Mcl-1 dependent line was similar to that resulting from treatment with Hrk or Bad, whereas natural BH3 peptides from Puma and Noxa gave a strong response at this concentration (Supplemental Fig. 7). In Bcl-2 dependent cells, Bcl-2 3256, all of the designed peptides led to MOMP, although at higher concentrations than those required to induce MOMP in Bcl-xL dependent cells, as expected (Fig. 3B; Table 2). Trends in EC₅₀ values roughly followed trends in Kᵢ values for binding to Bcl-2 (Fig. 4; Supplemental Table 4). However, the response of Bcl-2 3256 cells to XXA1_Y4eK (EC₅₀ ~ 657 nM) was only modestly less than that to Bad BH3 (EC₅₀ ~ 361 nM), even though XXA1_Y4eK bound Bcl-2 ~25 fold weaker than Bad-BH3. Also, XXA1 and XXA1_Y4eK gave similar EC₅₀ values, despite the ~ 7 fold weaker binding to Bcl-2 of XXA1_Y4eK compared to XXA1 in solution. Nevertheless, both Y4eK_18 and Y4eK_21 had significantly weaker responses than XXA1 and XXA1_Y4eK (EC₅₀ values in the 5-8 μM range), consistent with their weaker solution binding (Table 2).

Bcl-2 3256 over-expresses human Bcl-2 but also expresses endogenous murine Bcl-235, and we wondered whether this contributed to differences between the profiling results and in vitro measurements. Therefore, we monitored the response of the peptides in a diffuse large B-cell lymphoma cell line OCI-Ly1, which is solely dependent on human Bcl-2 for survival17 (Figure 3C; Table 2). Quantification of protein levels in this cell line previously showed that Bcl-xL and Bcl-w were present at negligible amounts compared to Bcl-217. We observed that XXA1_Y4eK was less potent in this cell line than Bad (EC₅₀ ~ 911 nM vs. 196 nM) and also less potent than XXA1 (EC₅₀ ~ 228 nM). This trend is in better agreement with the differences in Kᵢ values among Bad and the engineered peptides than what we observed for the Bcl-2 3256 cells (Table 1). Y4eK_18 and Y4eK_21 gave approximately 3-4-fold weaker response than XXA1_Y4eK in OCI-Ly1 cells, which is also in good agreement with the in vitro binding measurements (Figure 4; Supplemental Table 4).

Because Bcl-xL is important for platelet survival36,37, we subjected primary human platelet samples to the profiling assay with engineered and natural peptides. Not surprisingly, peptides XXA1, XXA1_Y4eK and XXA1_G2gE caused potent depolarization to a similar extent as Bad (Table 2 and Supplemental Figure 8), exceeding the response to the BH3 peptides derived from Hrk and Puma. However, in contrast to depolarization of Bcl-xL dependent MDA-MB-231 cells, the response to XXA1_G2gE was almost identical to that of XXA1 and XXA1_Y4eK in platelets. This could be related to differences in the levels of Bcl-xL and other pro-survival proteins between platelets and MDA-MB-231.

None of XXA1, XXA1_Y4eK or XXA1_G2gE peptides tested showed any non-specific pore forming activities in DHL10 (a Bax- and Bak-deleted cell line), providing evidence that
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the artificial sensitizer peptides act through the mitochondrial apoptotic pathway (Supplemental Fig. 7)\textsuperscript{17}. In addition, although the engineered peptides are based on Bim BH3, which is an activator peptide that can interact directly with Bax\textsuperscript{38} and/or Bak\textsuperscript{39}, they did not exhibit any significant response within the relevant concentration range (from 100 nM to 10 μM) in the poorly primed cell line SK-MEL-2\textsuperscript{17}, indicating they act primarily as sensitizers in the profiling assay (Supplemental Figure 9).

**Conclusions**

In this work we used yeast-surface display library screening to identify peptides that bind tightly to Bcl-x\textsubscript{L} in preference to Bcl-2, Bcl-w, Mcl-1 and Bfl-1. Bcl-x\textsubscript{L} has different interaction properties compared to Mcl-1 and Bfl-1 with respect to binding native BH3 and BH3-like motifs\textsuperscript{24; 26 14; 16; 30}, and we readily identified tight Bcl-x\textsubscript{L} binders with much lower affinity for these two pro-survival proteins (specificity > 10^4). Several prior studies have also reported peptides that can discriminate between Bcl-x\textsubscript{L} and Mcl-1\textsuperscript{23; 24; 25}. It proved more difficult to discriminate among proteins Bcl-x\textsubscript{L}, Bcl-2 and Bcl-w. The Bim-BH3 mutant SPOT arrays identified only three candidate residues for disfavoring interactions with Bcl-2 or Bcl-w, and these specificity residues predicted by the SPOT experiments were not found in the peptides isolated from our screen. Nevertheless, library screening led to the identification of XXA1 and XXA4, which bound to Bcl-x\textsubscript{L} 30-190-fold tighter than to Bcl-2, and 200-3400-fold tighter than to Bcl-w (Table 1). Specificity arose from non-additive effects of mutations in the parent Bim-BH3 peptide that could not be easily anticipated based on what is known about Bcl-2 family interaction specificity so far. Subsequent introduction of a tyrosine-to-lysine mutation, and truncation of the resulting peptide, provided even greater Bcl-x\textsubscript{L} binding specificity.

Our engineered peptides based on XXA1 acted as highly potent apoptotic sensitizers, leading to MOMP in mitochondria from cells that depend on Bcl-x\textsubscript{L} to block apoptosis. Peptide XXA1, identified by yeast screening, gave an EC\textsubscript{50} value of 50 nM in permeabilized MDA-MB-231 cells. Peptide XXA1_G2gE was the most potent peptide we tested, with EC\textsubscript{50} values of 12 and 30 nM for inducing MOMP in MDA-MB-231 cells and platelets, respectively. XXA1_G2gE also gave a strong response in Bcl-2 dependent cells, but other peptides from our study could distinguish Bcl-x\textsubscript{L} from Bcl-2 dependence when used at low nanomolar concentrations. In particular, XXA1_Y4eK and its truncated variant Y4eK_21 showed significantly improved selectivity compared with Bad BH3-for profiling Bcl-2 dependent OCI-Ly1 human cells. These two peptides represent a significant improvement over the weaker but selective Hrk-BH3 peptide that has been used previously for BH3 profiling\textsuperscript{20}. Although not tested in profiling assays, due to the absence of appropriate cell lines, it is noteworthy that our peptides also showed significantly weaker binding to Bcl-w compared to Bad. Thus, we expect that these peptides will have utility for distinguishing patient cancer cells dependent on Bcl-x\textsubscript{L} vs. Bcl-2 or Bcl-w for survival. High affinity peptides with known binding specificities can also be useful as reagents in basic research and drug discovery, and promising developments in peptide delivery suggest that chemically stabilized peptides that bind to Bcl-2 proteins may have potential as therapeutics\textsuperscript{11; 40}. 
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Materials and Methods

Computational design of library

The design procedure used in this work is adopted from a previously reported computational library design protocol used in Bfl-1 library design. Non-disruptive and specific mutations were assigned based on published SPOT array experiments. Residues labeled as non-disruptive were the least destabilizing 50% of mutations tested on SPOT arrays, and residues designated as specific were the top 33% of mutations favoring binding to one protein over another. As described in Supplementary Table 1, for positions 2d, 2e, 3b, 3e, 3f and 4a, only two types of specificity residues were considered, “Bcl-xL over Mcl-1” and “Bcl-xL over Bfl-1”, whenever such residues exist. For positions 2g, 3a, 3d and 3g, 6 additional types of specificity residues, “Bcl-xL over Bcl-2”, “Bcl-xL over Bcl-w”, “Bcl-2 over Bcl-xL”, “Bcl-w over Bcl-xL”, and “Bcl-w over Bcl-2” were predicted. These 4 positions were selected because they contact receptor positions occupied by different amino acids among Bcl-xL, Bcl-2 and Bcl-w based on the crystal structure of the complex between Bcl-xL and Bim (PDB code: 3FDL). For Bcl-2 and Bcl-w, the mapping of residues was determined by sequence alignments with Bcl-xL (Supplemental Fig. 4). As for Bfl-1 library design, only codons that encoded both the native Bim-BH3 amino acid and at least one of each type of specificity residues at each design position were considered, whenever such residues existed.

Expression and purification of pro-survival proteins

Pro-survival proteins used in these studies were expressed in Escherichia coli and purified as described previously. The constructs used in this study expressed the human pro-survival proteins Mcl-1 (residues 172-327), Bcl-xL (residues 1-209), Bcl-2 (residues 1-217), Bcl-w (residues 1-164), and Bfl-1 (residues 1-151).

Yeast library construction

The yeast display library was constructed using previously described procedures. The randomized BH3 library segment was synthesized using PCR using the mutagenic forward primer Bcl lib (5' GGC CGT CCG GAA ATT TGG NDK GCG CAG DDK BHC DNA CGT DNS GSC GAT SRA TTT AAT GCG TAT TAT GCG CGT CGC 3'; N represents a mixture of A, T, G and C; D represents a mixture of A, G and T; K represents a mixture of G and T; B represents a mixture of C, G and T; H represents a mixture of A, C and T; R represents a mixture of A and G, S represents a mixture of G and C) and a reverse primer (5' CTAAAGTACAGTGGGAAACAGAATCGCGC 3') with wild-type Bim-BH3 as a template. The PCR product was further extended at the 5' end because overlapping ends of greater than 50 base pairs have been shown to increase the efficiency of homologous recombination in yeast. The product after amplification was purified using the Qiagen PCR purification kit. The purified PCR product was transformed into yeast along with an acceptor vector cut with Nhe1 and XhoI using an established electroporation protocol.
Yeast-display analysis and flow cytometric sorting

Yeast cells expressing members of the BH3 library were incubated with one or more pro-survival proteins as described previously and stained with primary and fluorescently labeled secondary antibodies\textsuperscript{24}. Expression of BH3 peptides was detected using FITC fluorescence. Binding to Bcl-x\textsubscript{L} or other pro-survival proteins was monitored using APC fluorescence. Cells were sorted in a BD FacsAria using a 488 nm and/or 561 nm excitation. For positive selection, approximately 10\textsuperscript{5} cells were sorted for binding to 1 \mu M Bcl-x\textsubscript{L} for three rounds followed by 100 nM Bcl-x\textsubscript{L} for one final round. The Bcl-x\textsubscript{L}-binding yeast population was further sorted for specificity using competition screening, where the relevant pro-survival proteins were pre-mixed before they were added to the yeast cells. The first two competition sorts were carried out in the presence of a mixture of 10 nM Bcl-x\textsubscript{L} plus 500 nM each of untagged Bcl-w, Bcl-2 and Mcl-1; the top 1% of the expression positive population was collected. This was followed by two additional rounds of sorting at 10 nM Bcl-x\textsubscript{L} and 1 \mu M each of Bcl-w, Bcl-2, Mcl-1 and one round with 10 nM Bcl-x\textsubscript{L} mixed with 2 \mu M Bcl-2, 5 \mu M Bcl-w and 2 \mu M Mcl-1. Because this population still bound to 1 \mu M Bcl-w, a final competition sorting was carried out with 10 nM Bcl-x\textsubscript{L} mixed with 10 \mu M Bcl-w. In the later rounds of the competition screening, the stringency was increased by adjusting the sorting gate to collect \textasciitilde 0.2-0.5% of the expression positive population. Yeast populations isolated during screening were analyzed to assess binding to different populations of receptors.\textsuperscript{44}

Peptide synthesis and purification

All peptides used for fluorescence polarization binding and BH3 profiling assays were synthesized by the Koch Institute Biopolymers and Proteomics Facility. All unlabeled peptides used in this study were synthesized with the N terminus acetylated and the C terminus amidated. Sequences of unlabeled peptides are shown in Table 1; the same peptides were used for fluorescence polarization and BH3 profiling studies. Fluorescently labeled Bim-BH3 was 18 residues long and was synthesized with fluorescein at the N terminus, with the C terminus amidated. Fluorescently labeled Hrk-BH3 was 23 residues long and had the sequence SAAQLTAARLKALGDELHQRTMW with fluorescein at the N terminus and an amidated C terminus. These peptides were purified using reverse phase HPLC with a C18 column and a linear water/acetonitrile gradient and masses were confirmed by MALDI mass spectrometry.

Fluorescence polarization binding assays

The fluorescence polarization binding assays were performed in 20 mM sodium phosphate, 50 mM NaCl, 1 mM ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) 0.001% triton X (v/v), and 5% DMSO (v/v), pH 7.8 at 25 °C. 18-residue Bim-BH3 was used as the fluorescently labeled peptide for all direct and competition binding assays, with the exception of competition binding of Puma and XXA1\_G2gE to Mcl-1. For the latter two experiments fluorescently labeled Hrk-BH3 was used, as the relatively weaker affinity of fluorescent Hrk-BH3 for Mcl-1 allowed the unlabelled peptides to compete for binding within a reasonable range of concentrations. For direct binding experiments, pro-survival proteins were serially diluted in 96-well plates and fluorescently labeled Bim-BH3 was added to a final concentration of 10
nM. The plates were incubated at room temperature and anisotropy was measured over a period of 4-24 hours to ensure that the reactions were equilibrated. Competition binding experiments were performed using previously published protocols. Briefly, unlabeled peptides were serially diluted, followed by addition of fluorescently labeled Bim-BH3 (or Hrk-BH3) to a final concentration of 10 nM. The plates were then incubated for 15 minutes at room temperature before adding the relevant pro-survival protein. The final concentration of pro-survival proteins was 50 nM for all measurements with fluorescent Bim-BH3. The final concentration of Mcl-1 was 500 nM for the measurements with fluorescent Hrk-BH3, to obtain a significant change of anisotropy signal on competition. Anisotropy was monitored over 2-48 hours to ensure equilibration. As reported previously, due to the extremely slow off-rates of 23-residue unlabeled Bim-BH3 from Mcl-1 and Bfl-1, we do not report any $K_i$ value for these interactions. Binding curves were fit using Igor Pro 6.02 (Wavemetrics) as described previously. Binding constants reported are the average and standard deviation for at least three measurements. For strong interactions, ~ 0.1 nM, we inspected the fits to the data and simulated binding curves by fixing $K_i$ values 10-fold higher or lower than the fitted $K_i$. If the fits did not appear better at 0.1 nM than at a lower $K_i$ value (0.01 nM), then an upper bound of 0.1 nM was reported. In situations where there was a clear difference between the best fit to the data and the curves simulated for different $K_i$ values, we reported the fitted $K_i$. Error bars represent standard deviations from mean for independent experiments and were taken into consideration when discrimination was made between two $K_i$ values.

**Cell Lines and Platelets**

Su-DHL10 and MDA-MB-231 were cultured in RPMI 1640 (Life Technologies) supplemented with 10% FBS while MCL1-2640 and BCL2-3256 were cultured in RPMI 1640 with 10% FBS and 7.2 ml/L 2-mercaptoethanol (Sigma). OCI-Ly1 was cultured in DMEM supplemented with 10% FBS. Expired platelets were obtained as bags of platelet rich plasma with ACD-A as the anti-coagulant from the Kraft Family Blood Donor Center.

**BH3 Profiling**

BH3 profiling was performed in 384-well format as previously described using unlabeled peptides with sequences in Table 1. For cell lines, $2 \times 10^4$ cells were used per well in a final volume of 30 μL in triplicate wells for each peptide concentration. For platelets, 1 ml of platelet rich plasma was pelleted at 700 × g and re-suspended in 3 ml of DTEB, and 15 ml of platelets in DTEB was added to each well of the assay plate in the same manner as the cell lines. Raw fluorescence data were normalized to % depolarization using the equation, $1 - ([D_{Sample} - D_{FCCP}]/[D_{DMSO} - D_{FCCP}])$ using a minimum of three replicates for all samples, where $D_{sample}$, $D_{FCCP}$ and $D_{DMSO}$ are the fluorescence values in the presence of the sample, the mitochondrial uncoupler FCCP and DMSO respectively. Data sets for a specific cell line were fit with Igor Pro’s Global Fit Package (Wavemetrics), using the equation $D_\% = D_{lower} + (D_{upper} - D_{lower})/(1 + ([BH3]/EC_{50}))$, where $D_\%$ is the percent depolarization, $D_{lower}$ is the lower baseline, $D_{upper}$ is the upper baseline, [BH3] is the concentration of the peptide and $EC_{50}$ is the peptide concentration at half maximal inhibition, with $D_{lower}$ and $D_{upper}$ as the linked coefficients between multiple datasets in the fit. Each $EC_{50}$ measurement of the peptides by BH3 profiling was conducted for one preparation of each cell line per replicate.
The average of at least three biological replicates was obtained for each cell line with 2-3 days of culture between measurements.

**Supplementary Material**

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Abbreviations used

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FP</td>
<td>Fluorescence Polarization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BH3</td>
<td>Bcl-2 homology 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FITC</td>
<td>Fluorescein isothiocyanate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APC</td>
<td>Allophycocyanin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOMP</td>
<td>Mitochondrial outer membrane permeabilization</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Highlights

- Anti-apoptotic protein Bcl-x<sub>L</sub> is an important therapeutic target
- High-affinity and specific Bcl-x<sub>L</sub> binding peptides were designed
- Engineered peptides discriminate Bcl-x<sub>L</sub> from related proteins Bcl-2 and Bcl-w
- Mechanisms of binding specificity are determined
- Cancer cell dependence on Bcl-x<sub>L</sub> can be detected with the designed peptides
Figure 1.
Screening for Bcl-xL selective peptides using cell sorting. (A) Structure of Bim-BH3 bound to Bcl-xL (PDB ID: 3FDL). Residues of Bim-BH3 that were randomized in the combinatorial library are shown as sticks and labeled. Tyrosine at position 4e, which was not included in the library design, is also shown (see Results and Discussion). (B) Schematic of the yeast-surface display system. (C-H) Plots illustrating enrichment of a Bcl-xL selective population of peptide-displaying cells. FACS profiles of Bcl-xL binding to Bim-BH3 (C and D), the library population after four rounds of positive selection (E and F) and the final Bcl-
specific population (G and H). Analysis was performed in the presence of 10 nM Bcl-xL only (left panels) or 10 nM Bcl-xL plus 1 μM of each of Mcl-1, Bfl-1, Bcl-2 and Bcl-w (right panels).
Figure 2.
Binding specificity of designed peptides and point mutants. Binding curves show competition between unlabeled BH3 peptides and fluorescently labeled Bim-BH3 for interaction with Bcl-x\textsubscript{L} (A), Bcl-2 (B) and Bcl-w (C). The concentration of the fluorescent peptide and the pro-survival protein were 10 nM and 50 nM, respectively. (D) Affinities of Bim-BH3 and XXA1, and of peptides with point mutations described in the text, for binding to Bcl-x\textsubscript{L}, Bcl-2 and Bcl-w. K\textsubscript{d} values below 0.1 nM, which could not be reliably quantified, are indicated by asterisks. Error bars represent standard deviations from a minimum of three experiments.
Figure 3. BH3 profiling with native BH3 vs. engineered BH3 peptides. Loss of mitochondrial membrane potential was monitored using the fluorescent probe JC-1 with increasing concentrations of peptides applied to permeabilized MDA-MB-231 cells (A), Bcl-2 3256 cells (B) or OCI-Ly1 cells (C). Depolarization was calculated as a percentage of the value observed with FCCP (see Methods). Error bars are standard deviations from a minimum of three biological replicates for each cell line (see Methods).
Figure 4.
Trends in solution $K_i$ values are consistent with $EC_{50}$ values from BH3 profiling. $EC_{50}$ values from BH3 profiling are plotted against $K_i$ values measured in solution for natural and engineered BH3 peptides tested in MDA-MB-231 cells (A), Bcl-2 3256 cells (B) or OCI-Ly1 cells (C). Interaction data points for which only an upper or lower bound on the $K_i$ was determined have a red border: upper bounds are plotted for Bad, XXA1_G2gE and XXA1_Y4eK in (A), and lower bounds are shown for Hrk in all three panels. Error bars are
standard deviations from a minimum of three biological replicates for each cell line (see Methods).
Table 1
Sequences and binding constants for BH3 peptides

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fluorescent Peptide</th>
<th>Sequence</th>
<th>Kᵦ (nM)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Bcl-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bim</td>
<td>IWIAQELRRGDEFNAYY</td>
<td>4.2 ± 0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unlabeled peptides</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>defgabcdefg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bim</td>
<td>RPEIWIQELRRGDEFNAYR</td>
<td>&lt;0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puma</td>
<td>EQWAREIGAOQLRMAADDLN</td>
<td>2 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bad</td>
<td>LMAAQRYGRELRRSDFEFLKGL</td>
<td>&lt;0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hrk</td>
<td>WSSAQLTAARKLALGDELH</td>
<td>10 ± 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XXA1</td>
<td>RPEIWIQGLRRGDEFNAYR</td>
<td>0.09 ± 0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XXA4</td>
<td>RPEIWIQGLRRGDEFNAYR</td>
<td>0.2 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XXA1_Y2DI</td>
<td>RPEIWIQGLRRGDEFNAYR</td>
<td>0.1 ± 0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XXA1_G2E</td>
<td>RPEIWIQGLRRGDEFNAYR</td>
<td>&lt;0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XXA1_K3BR</td>
<td>RPEIWIQGLRRGDEFNAYR</td>
<td>0.2 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XXA1_F3DI</td>
<td>RPEIWIQGLRRGDEFNAYR</td>
<td>0.08 ± 0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XXA1_Y4EK</td>
<td>RPEIWIQGLRRGDEFNAYR</td>
<td>&lt;0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y4E_K18</td>
<td>IWYAGRLRRGDEFNAYK</td>
<td>1.8 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y4E_K21</td>
<td>RPEIWIQGLRRGDEFNAYK</td>
<td>0.4 ± 0.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The concentration of dye-labeled Bim-BH3 was 10 nM in all experiments. The concentration of the pro-survival proteins was 50 nM for the competition binding experiments and was varied in direct binding experiments. Errors are standard deviations from a minimum of three experiments.
\(^b\)Residues mutated from Bim in the engineered BH3 sequences are underlined.

\(^c\)Affinities for Bim-BH3 binding to Bfl-1 and McI-1 were not determined, due to extremely slow off rates for these interactions.

\(^d\)Due to the high affinity of McI-1 for fluorescent Bim-BH3, the \(K_i\) values reported for Puma and XXA1_G2gE were measured with a fluorescently labeled Hrk-BH3 peptide (see Methods).
## Table 2

Peptide potency and specificity in BH3 profiling assays $^a$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unlabeled peptides (23 residues)</th>
<th>EC$_{50}$ (nM)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MDA-MB-231 (Bcl-1-dependent)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bad</td>
<td>76 ± 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puma</td>
<td>1006 ± 337</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hrk</td>
<td>&gt;10, 000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XXA1</td>
<td>50 ± 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XXA1_G2gE</td>
<td>12 ± 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XXA1_Y4eK</td>
<td>82 ± 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y4eK_18</td>
<td>847 ± 284</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y4eK_21</td>
<td>159 ± 53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ Error represent standard deviations for a minimum of three biological replicates for each cell line.